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1. Background of research

The size and morphology of human organs is precisely controlled by many factors such as gene regulations
and local environments in order to synchronize our body. A variety of teeth in sizes and shapes are formed in
human, however, molecular mechanism of tooth morphogenesis is not fully understood.

2. Research objectives

To identify pathogenesis of human diseases with tooth abnormality in size or shape
To elucidate molecular mechanisms in normal tooth morphogenesis
To develop a novel system for the regenerative dentistry

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)

Recent Advances of molecular and developmental biology have led to able to create an artificial tooth and
to control a number of tooth bud in mouse model. Our challenge will brake out the size and shape limitation
in regenerative teeth for human. From clinical translational prospective view, our research can provide new
strategies for the regeneration of other organs, which develop by similar mechanism with tooth, such as lung,
glands, kidney, and liver.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research

For the clinical application, we built a regenerative tooth with a functional size and shape in limited term.
Outcomes of our study with stem cell biology will contribute to overall regenerative medicine progress. In
addition, our stem cell technologies provide a basic knowledge for the development of tailor-made custom
therapy in defective tissues.
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SHAPE
Tooth Morphogenesis

Understanding of organogenesis including tooth 

Diseases with abnormal morphogenesis
1)Elucidate the pathogenesis 
2)Novel approaches for Morphological 
modification and regenerative medicine

Deciduous teeth

Useless teeth, such as exfoliated deciduous teeth, 
extracted impacted third molars or orthodontic extracted 
teeth, are available as a source of stem cells.

Not only tooth but also 
neural or bone regeneration

SIZE
Recruitment of enough number 
of tissue stem cells
Development of methods for the 
short-term tissue regeneration 

Therapy for odontogenic tumor

Establishment of prediction model for 
dental and craniofacial development

Improvement in mastication, speech, 
appearance and overall health.

Orthodontic and Orthognathic treatment 

Turning Useless into Useful



Defect of Enamel
Abnormal size

( Buccal/lingual axis)

Root fusion

Short incisor
Supernumerary teeth

Tooth Abnormalities
Abnormal size

(mesial/distal axis)
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